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Context
On September 3, 2019, the ministère des Forêts de la Faune et des Parcs (MFFP) sent to to the Provincial Administrator of the
James Bay and Northern Quebec Agreement a request to amend the certificate of authorization (CA) for the Parc National
Nibiischii, formerly known as Albanel-Témiscamie-Otish (our reference: 3214-18-03). Following an analysis, the Environmental
and Social Impact Review Committee (Review Committee - COMEX) issued a series of questions and comments regarding the
CA amendment request. This document aims to respond to these and provide details about the changes that have occurred
since the issuance of the CA on December 8, 2011.
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Answers to questions from the COMEX
Modification to the park boundaries
Question 1
(1) By calculating the additions and exclusions amending the park project’s boundaries, 242 km2 are missing to reach the total
of 11,992 km2 proposed in the request. The promoter will have to explain this difference.
(2) It must also indicate and present the effect of the adjustment of Category I and II lands of Mistissini on the boundaries of
Nibiischii Park.
(1) Answer :
In April 2010, the environmental and socio-economic impact study sent to the ministère du Développement durable, de
l’Environnement et des Parcs (MDDEP) reported a total area of 12,260 km² for the Albanel-Témiscamie-Otish National Park
project. Subsequently, on June 6, 2011, a note was sent from Mr. Patrick Beauchesne, Director of Ecological Heritage and
Parks, to Mrs. Marie-Josée Lizotte, Director of Environmental Assessments, concerning details regarding the boundary of the
national park project (Appendix 1). In this note, it was mentioned that Hydro-Québec wished to remove from the park project a
15 km wide corridor, in the western section of the rivière Rupert, for the possible passage of a power line. Consequently, it had
been decided not to include this sector in the proposal for Albanel-Témiscamie-Otish National Park. The area to be excluded
from the park project was then estimated at 666 km². Thus, the national park project area decreased to 11,594 km², or
approximately 11,600 km² as authorized by the CA.
Upon verification, it seems that the area to be excluded from the national park project should have been 423 km² instead of 666
km². This difference of 243 km2 is due to a geomatic error that occurred while calculating the area to be excluded. In fact, the
western sector of the rivière Rupert (Figure 1; green polygon) includes an aquatic portion and a land portion, namely the Île de
l’Ouest. However, at that time, the Île de l’Ouest was not part of the national park project. Consequently, it would have been
necessary to remove only the area occupied by the aquatic portion, i.e. 423 km2. However, in calculating the area to be excluded,
the area of the Île de l’Ouest (Figure 1; red polygon with green lines, ~ 121 km²) was not subtracted from the polygon to be
removed; it had actually been added. Thus, the national park project area, for which a certificate of authorization was issued in
2011, should have added up to approximately 11,830 km².
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Figure 1 Area difference for the removal of the western sector of the rivière Rupert from the Albanel-Témiscamie-Otish National Park project.
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(2) Answer:
The adjustment of Category I and II lands allocated to Mistissini under the Final Agreement Related to the Transfer of Certain
Lands from Mistissini to the Government of Québec, signed in 2013, increases the national park’s area by 0.41 km2 (Table 1).
In the end, the juxtaposition of the boundary of the Parc National Nibiischii project and the boundary of Category I and II lands
does not affect the interests of the Crees or the commitments made to them under the cited agreement, itself the result of
agreements resulting from appendix G of the Agreement Concerning a New Relationship Between le Gouvernement du Québec
and the Crees of Québec, also called La Paix des Braves, signed in 2002. Indeed, based on the survey work carried out as part
of the implementation of the 2013 agreement, there is a perfect alignment between the boundaries of Category I (IA and IB) and
II lands allocated to Mistissini, as well as those of the future national park, without overlaps. The conclusion of this agreement
provides assurance that the Crees agree with the boundaries in question. The juxtaposition of the boundaries of the new
selection of Mistissini lands and those of the future national park were taken into consideration throughout the negotiations;
moreover, the boundaries could not overlap since the land base of Category I lands and that of a national park are mutually
exclusive.

Question 2
The details that have been provided by the promoter do not allow to target all the proposed additions. The promoter must further
detail the difference in park area between the 2011 request and this amendment request. He must provide a map comparing
the 2011 boundaries and the proposals in this request.
Answer:
The following table describes the changes that have occurred since the impact assessment in 2010. The values described in
the impact assessment regarding the territory area (i.e. 12,600 km²) were not consistent with our area calculations. Our
calculations have led to a difference of about 13 km² smaller than the value initially described. This difference could be explained
by the projection chosen since the park project’s territory extends over several Modified Transverse Mercator (MTM) or Universal
Transverse Mercator (UTM) projections.
Figure 2 illustrates the Parc National Nibiischii project boundary changes between 2011, when the certificate of authorization
was issued, and 2013. In order to determine a boundary that takes into account the various geographical points that can be
identified, the Bureau de l'arpenteur général du Québec (BAGQ) uses a technique that attempts to fit the proposed boundaries.
However, since the surveyors must draw straight lines, this technique can add and remove certain parts of the proposed national
park territory. In addition, the accuracy of the mapping has been improved from 1/250,000 to 1/50,000. This has clarified the
contours of the lakes and rivers and thus changed the boundary, which sometimes includes a buffer zone of 200 m around
bodies of water. Figure 2A shows that some bodies of water, once considered part of the western section of the rivière Rupert,
are in fact separate lakes that are not part of the proposed national park territory. The southeastern boundary of the national
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park project also follows the James Bay and Northern Quebec Agreement (JBNQA) boundary, which substracts the territories
claimed by the Innu Nation (Figure 1B).
Figure 3 illustrates the changes to the boundary of the Parc National Nibiischii project between 2013 and 2020. We mainly note
the addition of a territory in the upstream part of the rivière Témiscamie (figure 2 A) and the withdrawal of lac Roxane (figure
2B). In addition, four gravel pits were added to the national park territory following their restoration in 2014. Finally, minor
adjustments were made to the park boundary to include or exclude certain lakes in order to facilitate the management of the
territory.
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Table 1 Details of additions and removals to the national park project since 2010. It should be noted that all the areas were calculated in the NAD 1983 Quebec
Lambert coordinate system since the study area overlaps two UTM zones. Areas have been rounded to the nearest hundredth of a kilometre.

Modification

Calculated
area (km²)

Area based on
previous
communications
(km²)

April 2010

Transmission of the impact study and related
documents to the Administrator

12 246.711

12 260.00

June 2011

The promoter provides details to the boundary of the
park project

-423.13

-666.00

December
2011

Issuance of the certificate of authorization for the
creation of the national park by the MDDEP

11 823.58

11 600.00

Date

Adjustment to the boundary by the Bureau de
l'arpenteur général du Québec (BAGQ)
Adjustment of the boundary in the sector of mont
Stefansson
Adjustment of the boundary to the one of the JBNQA

June 2013

Reference document
Environmental and socioeconomic impact
study, April 2010
Note to the Direction des évaluations
environnementales [Environmental
Assessment Branch] on specifications
regarding the national park project
boundary, June 2011
Certificate of authorization, December
2011

135.35
-60.44
4.01

Change to the boundary in the western sector of the
rivière Rupert

-68.92

Exclusion of a forest road in the baie Pénicouane
sector

0.56

Exclusion of a vacation lease near lac Naococane
Exclusion of the Mirage outfitter’s lease at lac Pluto

0.00
-0.01

Exclusion of the two Temiscamie hydrobase leases

-0.17

Exclusion of cut blocks and access corridors

-0.02

Addition of a sector east of Lac à l’Eau Froide to better
protect the shore

1.29

1

We notice a difference of approximately 13 km² between the area calculated from the shape file and the area that was indicated in the impact study, i.e. 12,600 km². This can be explained by the
projection chosen since the territory of the Parc National Nibiischii project extends over several zones of the Modified Transverse Mercator (MTM) or Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) projection
system.
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Modification

Calculated
area (km²)

The territory between the biological refuge 02551R146
and the former boundary of the national park project
has been added so as not to leave a landlocked
territory not usable for logging.

0. 88

Date

11 836.13
December
2018
January
2019
February
2019
September
2020

Addition of a territory in the part upstream of rivière
Témiscamie, in the monts Otish.
Addition of disused gravel pits used during the
construction of route 167 north. (D22-a, D22-B, D30
and D43)
Adjustments related to the new boundaries of
Category I and II Lands of Mistissini.
Removal of lac Roxane and an adjoining land area.
Preparation of the boundary to send to the BAGQ
Current area
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Area based on
previous
communications
(km²)

Reference document

11 836.00

Letter – Request for advice on the AlbanelTémiscamie-Otish National Park project
boundary, June 2013

155.46
2.64
0.41
-5.69
0.58
11 989.54

-
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Figure 2 Changes to the boundaries of the Parc National Nibiischii project between 2011 and 2013.
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Figure 3 Changes to the boundaries of the Parc National Nibiischii project between 2013 and 2020.
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Park project’s total area
Question 3
There is a slight difference between the area mentioned on page 11 of the amendment request (11,992 km2) and the one
presented in Table 2 of the amendment request (11,989 km2). The promoter must specify the area subject to this request to
amend the certificate of authorization.
Answer:
There were some inaccuracies in the area calculation. Indeed, the area of 11,992 km² includes nine mining claims (total of
around 6 km²; Figure 3A) that are still active and are not included in the Parc National Nibiischii project. In addition, the
adjustment of Category II land (0.41 km2) and the adjustments related to the preparation of the boundary to send to the BAGQ
had not been included (0.58 km²). Thus, the area subject to this request to amend the certificate of authorization is 11,989 km²
(NAD 1983 Quebec Lambert coordinate system).

Addition of a sector in the monts Otish
Question 4
Following the suspension of the granting of mining claims in the monts Otish sector, an area of 155 km2 was added to the park
project. Map # 7 of the request shows this area identified by a pink hatch. However, a small area to the south is not hatched,
and this suggests that an enclave (donut hole effect) still exists in this area. This area is not identified as having active mining
titles.
The promoter will have to indicate whether this non-hatched zone is included in the park. If this area is not currently planned
within the boundaries of Nibiischii Park, the promoter should indicate whether he intends to integrate this area into the
boundaries of the park in the short term. If not, he should discuss the constraints that prevent this addition. If so, he must
describe the steps that will be taken to include it within the boundaries of the park project, if applicable.
Answer:
The non-hatched zone area shown on map #7 of the request has not been included in the proposed limit because it contains
active mining claims held by SOQUEM inc. (Figure 3A). In the event that these mining claims are not renewed when they expire
on April 9, 2021, they are going to be integrated within the boundaries of the national park as specified by condition 4 of the
certificate of authorization from December 8, 2011. The process that will then be initiated is basically broken down into the
following stages:
1. Request for a temporary suspension of the granting of mining claims to the MERN;
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2. Preparation of an information document describing the expansion project, the proposed zoning and, if applicable, the
development concept;
3. Publication of the project’s notice of intention in the Gazette officielle du Québec;
4. Adjustment of the project according to the received comments;
5. Production of the technical description and the final limit;
6. Adoption of draft by-laws amending the Parks Regulation and the by-laws establishing the park.

Question 5
In the letter dated September 28, 2016, included in Appendix 7 of the request, it is mentioned that an area of 161 km2 was the
subject of a suspension of the granting of mining titles. However, in the request, it is indicated that an area of 155 km 2 will be
added to the park project. The promoter must specify the difference between the area that is the subject of a suspension of
granting of mining titles and the area added in this amendment request.
Answer:
The suspension of the granting of mining claims, which had been requested in July 2016, was not applied in time, and nine new
claims were designated in this zone in October 2016. In total, active mining claims still cover an area of approximately 6 km2,
which explains the difference between the area mentioned in the letter of September 28, 2016, (161 km2) and that mentioned in
the amendment request for the certificate of authorization (155 km2).

Zoning in Albanel campsite
Question 6
The promoter indicates that there will be an addition of two new zones in the Albanel campsite sector in order to increase the
number of spaces available at this campsite, which is full during the summer. On map 14, there are two new service areas in
the sector. However, the campsite area is not expanded. The promoter will have to discuss the justification for the two new
service areas in this sector. He will also have to clarify why the current service area is not being expanded.
Answer:
There was an error in map 14. The text does refer to an expansion of the south side of the campsite, but the map does not
reflect this change. The following map illustrates the proposed zoning change. As a result of this addition, the service area of
the Albanel campsite increases from 0.11 km² to 0.26 km².
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Figure 4 Update of zoning in the Albanel campsite sector

Question 7
There are false mountain willows (Salix pseudomonticola C.R. Ball) along the access path to the Albanel campsite. However,
no mention is made of the presence of a plantation of false mountain willows in the smaller of the two service zones along route
167 north. It should be noted that this plantation is a mitigation measure that was required by the ministère des Transports du
Québec (MTQ), as part of the route 167 North construction project. Moreover, the latter monitors the growth of the plantation in
connection with the mitigation measure. In this regard, the MTQ conducted a field inspection on July 31, 2019, which led to an
update of the protection limits for false mountain willows. The promoter must indicate the type of development he plans to carry
out in this sector’s service area. It must also indicate how the plantation of false mountain willows will be protected and how it
will take into account the protection limits identified by the MTQ.
Answer:
No development is currently planned in this area (see Figure 4). In the area to the south, a remote landfill (reference number
3214-16-078) has been established. Waste and generator oil are being stored there temporarily. The MFFP intends to apply the
recommendations of the firm that carried out the inventory in 2018, namely to fence the transplant site and report the presence
of this plant species with special status (see report in Appendix 2).
The monitoring of the false mountain willow population will be included in the upcoming national park conservation plan and
monitoring can be done in collaboration with the MTQ to ensure the success of the mitigation measures put in place during the
construction project of route 167 north.
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Southwestern lac Pluto sector
Question 8
The COMEX understands that a burial site is present in the southwestern lac Pluto sector. The promoter must state the specific
measures that he intends to put in place to ensure this site’s protection.
Answer:
No development is planned in this area and visitors of the future national park will not have access to it. Park rangers will be
aware of this important site and ensure that it is respected.

Other questions and comments
Question 9
The promoter must specify how the rights of tallymen and beneficiaries of the James Bay and Northern Quebec Agreement
(JBNQA) will be affected and mitigated. In addition, it must mention how the visitors of the future national park will be informed
of the rights of beneficiaries of the JBNQA.
Answer:
In the territory of application of the JBNQA, the beneficiaries of this treaty have a right to harvest wildlife subject to the principle
of conservation provided for and certain other restraints expressed in Section 24.3 of the JBNQA with regard to harvesting rights
- including restrictions for public safety reasons. The rights and benefits granted to beneficiaries of the JBNQA are maintained
in national parks. Thus, Cree beneficiaries are free to move, hunt, fish and trap (which also includes the right to own and use
any material reasonably necessary for the exercise of these activities), in accordance with the terms and conditions of the
JBNQA, in the parks located in its territory of application. Likewise, they may, among other things, establish all camps necessary
for the exercise of this right, harvest wood for personal or community use, pick fruit and travel by off-road vehicles.

The National Park Harmonization Committee will act as a consultation mechanism between the various involved stakeholders
in order to ensure that the rights of the beneficiaries of the JBNQA are respected. Set up by the organizations designated as
operators of Québec's national parks, this committee provides advice with regard to the conservation, management and
development of national parks, with a view to harmonize with the development priorities of the region. The harmonization
committee also gives its opinion on the compatibility between the national park operations and the practice of traditional
activities, and participates in the approval of scientific research projects carried out in national parks. In the case of Parc National
Nibiischii, the harmonization committee could include the park director and a representative of the administration of the following
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organizations:
•

Gouvernement du Québec – Direction des parcs nationaux

•

Cree Trappers’ Association;

•

Cree Nation of Mistissini;

•

Cree Nation of Oujé-Bougoumou;

•

Cree Outfitting and Tourism Association;

•

Tourisme Baie-James and Tourisme Eeyou Itschee

•

Cree Nation Government (CNG);

•

Eeyou-Istchee James Bay Regional Government (EIJBRG);

•

Albanel-Mistassini-and-Waconichi-Lakes wildlife reserve;

•

City of Chibougamau

•

Administration Régionale Baie-James

•

Cree school board

•

Cree Board of Health and Social Services of James Bay

•

Cree Nation Youth Council

•

Nischiiyuu Council of Elders

Committee meetings will be held in Mistissini and, at least twice a year, a meeting will be public.
One of the harmonization committee’s first actions will be to agree, with all stakeholders, on a means to receive, respond and
follow up on any complaints from users of the territory. In addition, the park director has the power to adjust the activities and
services provided to the visitors according to the practice of traditional Indigenous activities.
This does not exclude the possibility of creating another type of committee which, for example, would bring together the tallymen
affected by the creation of the national park in order to discuss the issues and guide management.
In addition, visitors to the future national park will be informed of the rights of beneficiaries of the JBNQA in various ways,
including:
•

advising visitors that they are likely to come into contact with Crees practising traditional subsistence activities
inside the park;

•

promoting contact between visitors and traditional Cree activities in packages offered by the park.
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Question 10
The promoter must indicate whether consultations have taken place with the tallyman concerning the proposed modifications to the boundaries and zoning.
Answer:
The following table shows all consultations that have taken place since 2011 and for which reports are available. The tallymen affected by the Parc National Nibiischii
project have been consulted four times since 2013 in order to validate with them the changes made to the project. These changes could concern the boundary, the
zoning or the development concept. In addition are multiple working group’s meetings where these topics were discussed and where members could report back the
information transmitted to the community and to the tallymen concerned. It should be noted that phone calls and e-mail exchanges were also made on a regular basis
with representatives of Mistissini.

Context
Working group meeting2 Conference call

Main subjects covered
National park project
boundaries and zoning

Stakeholders targeted during the consultation

Date

Working group

April 24, 2013

Meeting at the Albanel Campsite

Zoning of the Albanel sector

Tallyman concerned and employees of the campsite

August 8,
2013

Information meeting on tourism
development projects related to
national park projects in the Eeyou
Istchee James Bay region

General presentation of the
national park project

Matoush Family Tallymen

November 8,
2013

Working group meeting

Airstrip

Community of Mistissini

Working group meeting

Airstrip

Working group

Addition of an area in the
monts Otish

Tallymen

January 15,
2014

Park name and zoning

Working group

February 3,
2014

Public information session held by
the MFFP jointly with the Chief of
the Cree Nation of Mistissini
Working group meeting

2

The working group is composed of elected officials from Mistissini, councillors and representatives of the Cree Outfitting and Tourism Association and the Nibiischii Corporation.
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December
2013
January 14,
2014

Context
Working group meeting

Working group meeting
Working group meeting
E-mail and phone calls with Mr.
Andrew Coon3
Working group meeting

Mistissini band council
Family reunion in Mistissini

Mistissini band council

3

Main subjects covered
Agreement regarding the
operation of the AlbanelTémiscamie-Otish Park Project
Zoning and development
concept
Zoning and development
concept
Zoning and development
concept

Stakeholders targeted during the consultation

Date

Mistissini representatives

December 8,
2015

Working group

September 21,
2016

Working group

March 2, 2017

Tallymen

Development concept
Boundaries, zoning and
development concept for the
national park project
Zoning of the western lac Pluto
sector
Boundaries, zoning,
development concept and
delegation agreement for the
management of the national
park

Working group
Conseil de bande de Mistissini

May 21, 2019

Matoush Family Tallymen

May 23, 2019

Conseil de bande de Mistissini

March 10,
2020

Mr. Andrew Coon was in charge of doing most of the consultations with the tallymen. He was the liaison officer with the tallymen.
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Question 11
In the event that a clean-up campaign (e.g., old mining sites) is carried out, the promoter must indicate how the monitoring will
be carried out.
Answer:
In the event that a clean-up campaign (e.g., old mining sites) is carried out over several years, an annual report of the
rehabilitation work will be required from the contractor. The latter must describe the rehabilitation work and include a plan for
locating the intervention areas, identify the locations of disposal of rubbish and provide a copy of the transport manifests, identify
the areas where the work could not be completed and, if applicable, justify it.
No later than six months after the end of the clean-up work, a report presenting the activities that took place and the measures
that will be put in place to promote the return of vegetation in the disturbed sites could be submitted to the administrator for
information.

Question 12
The promoter must indicate whether increased pressure on natural resources is expected in the region due to the increase in
visitor numbers and indicate what follow-ups will be carried out in connection with visitor attendance.
Answer:
Considering the conservation and accessibility mission conferred on Québec's national parks, it is indeed likely that the
development of the future Parc National Nibiischii territory will lead to an increase in the number of visitors. However, there are
several ways to control the development of the territory and monitor the state of the environment.
Let’s first mention zoning, an essential planning and management tool to ensure that the conservation and accessibility mission
of national parks is respected. It involves delineating portions of a national park’s territory in order to modulate the degree of
preservation granted to the different sectors according to their natural, cultural and landscape heritage. Zoning is a way to guide
interventions on the ground with a view to long-term preservation. In addition, the zoning plan for a park has legal effects, since
it is an integral part of the Parks Regulation (chapter P-9, r. 25). Thus, the use of the territory must be done according to best
planning practices in order to minimize the impacts on the natural environment, regardless of the zoning assigned. Currently,
more than 75% of the area of the park would be dedicated exclusively or mainly to the protection of the natural and landscape
heritage and would only be accessible by means that have little impact on the environment. The ambience zones mainly cover
bodies of water where it would be possible to fish.
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Even after the national park is created, the zoning can be reviewed. During the zoning review, the project manager of the
Direction des parcs nationaux reassesses the relevance of the zoning in force and, where applicable, refines the delimitation of
the zones light of developments and new knowledge related to land and conservation issues. This revision may lead to an
increase in the conversation zones compared to the ambience or service zones, in particular when the projects initially planned
to enhance the national park have not materialized and no development is planned for the sector.
Also, to ensure that the increased influx of visitors has little or no impact on natural resources, the operator of the national park,
in this case the Cree Nation of Mistissini, will be responsible for preparing and following a conservation plan. The conservation
plan is intended as a planning tool that identifies the priority conservation issues as well as all the actions to be carried out by a
national park in terms of conservation. This document may be submitted for information to the administrator in the years following
the national park’s creation.
The objective is to avoid or reduce the identified threats and to monitor the effectiveness of the measures put in place to ensure
the park’s overall health. So far, the conservation issues relate to:
•

the conservation of species at risk, such as the woodland caribou, and the maintenance of culturally and
economically important species (e.g.: Arctic char, brook trout, lake sturgeon, etc.);

•

the monitoring of forestry and mining activities on the outskirts of the national park;

•

the impact of climate change, particularly in the monts Otish area, which is home to several Arctic alpine taxa,
located at the southern limit of their distribution.

Finally, the operator must proceed with the implementation of a monitoring program for environmental indicators, such as the
level of degradation of hiking trails, the condition of camping sites or the condition of the fishing resource. It is a grouping of
different indicators focused on the same goal, namely identifying the changes taking place in natural environments. Set up by
the organization designated as the operator of the park, the monitoring program will make it possible to track the national park’s
health, based on standardized protocols. The adaptation of management, if necessary, depends on the measured results. By
adopting adaptive management, we establish a flexible approach that makes it possible to react to observed changes, evaluate
actions taken and acquire new knowledge allowing continuous improvement of the management measures. Some of these
interventions may be proposed as a direct response to a problem or as measures to restore degraded environments.
The users of the territory, particularly the tallymen, will also be called upon to ensure the territory’s conservation.
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Question 13
The promoter must specify the terms and conditions for controlling access to the territory. In particular, it must specify who will
be responsible for controlling access and how access will be controlled.
Answer:
Access control will be managed by the Cree Nation of Mistissini. All visitors, with the exception of beneficiaries of the JBNQA,
must have a right of access and pay the related fees to be authorized to travel within the national park.
Park wardens will monitor the park’s territory and will be trained against any form of illegal activities with regard to certain
sections of the Parks Act, the Act respecting hunting and fishing rights in the James Bay and New Québec territories (Chapter
D-13.1), the Act respecting the conservation and development of wildlife, the Environment Quality Act, the Act respecting
threatened and vulnerable species and any regulations made thereunder for the national park’s protection. This surveillance is
carried out through patrols.
In addition, a protection plan, prepared jointly by the organization designated as the operator of the national park and the
Direction de la protection de la faune [Wildlife Protection Branch], establishes the delegated protection mandate that must be
prioritized in a national park by the operator. It oversees the actions associated specifically with regulatory application, identify
priority issues and actions, defines the roles of each and sets out guidelines for collaboration with the Direction de la protection
de la faune. The protection plan will specify who will be responsible for controlling access and how access will be controlled.
Also, for land access control, the help of tallymen will be enlisted. In fact, as the people in charge of monitoring harvesting
activities in a Cree trapline, in accordance with the provisions of the JBNQA, the latter ensure a presence in the territory and will
be able to report to park wardens any suspicious activities.

Question 14
The promoter must specify the timeline for creating the national park under the various applicable laws and whether changes to
the certificate of authorization are planned in the future.
Answer:
2020-2021
•

Finalization of the draft agreement to entrust the future national park’s operation to the Cree Nation of Mistissini;

•

Finalization of zoning plans and national park boundaries by the Bureau de l’arpenteur général du Québec;

2021-2022:
•

Preparation of documents intended for the Cabinet.

•

Possible creation of the national park by the Gouvernement du Québec;

•

Signature of the agreement to entrust the national park’s operation to the Cree Nation of Mistissini.
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At this time, no changes to the certificate of authorization are planned in the future. However, in the event that the mining claims
in the monts Otish area, northeast of lac Indicator, are not renewed when they expire on April 9, 2021, the ministère des Forêts,
de la Faune et des Parcs will take steps to include them within the national park. If this occurs, a request to amend the CA must
be made.
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Appendix
Appendix 1 Note from June 6, 2011, to the Direction des évaluations
environnementales [Environmental Assessment Branch] on specifications
regarding the national park project boundary
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Appendix 2 Excerpt – Expansion of route 167 north towards monts Otish.
Monitoring of false mountain willow populations 2018 Volume I
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